Recurrent neural networks are a powerful means to cope with time series. We show that already linearly activated recurrent neural networks can approximate any time-dependent function f (t) given by a number of function values. The approximation can effectively be learned by simply solving a linear equation system; no backpropagation or similar methods are needed. Furthermore, the network size can be reduced by taking only the most relevant components of the network. Thus, in contrast to others, our approach not only learns network weights but also the network architecture. The networks have interesting properties: In the stationary case they end up in ellipse trajectories in the long run, and they allow the prediction of further values and compact representations of functions. We demonstrate this by several experiments, among them multiple superimposed oscillators (MSO) and robotic soccer. Predictive neural networks outperform the previous state-of-the-art for the MSO task with a minimal number of units.
Introduction
Deep learning in general means a class of machine learning algorithms that use a cascade of multiple layers of nonlinear processing units for feature extraction and transformation (Deng & Yu, 2014) . The tremendous success of deep learning in diverse fields such as computer vision and natural language processing seems to depend on a bunch of ingredients: artificial, possibly recurrent neural networks (RNNs) with nonlinearly activated neurons, convolutional layers, and iterative training methods like backpropagation (Goodfellow et al., 2016) . But which of these components are really essential for machine learning tasks such as time-series prediction?
Research in time series analysis and hence modeling dynamics of complex systems has a long tradition and is still highly active due to its crucial role in many real-world applications (Lipton et al., 2015) like weather forecast, stock quotations, comprehend trajectories of objects and agents, or solving number puzzles (Ragni & Klein, 2011; Glüge & Wendemuth, 2013) . The analysis of time series allows among others 1. data compression, i.e., compact representation of time series, e.g., by a function f (t), and 2. prediction of further values.
Numerous research addresses these topics by RNNs, in particular variants of networks with long short-term memory (LSTM) (cf. Hochreiter & Schmidhuber, 1997) . But the question remains what can already be done with simple artificial neural networks. In the following, we therefore consider an alternative, very simple type of RNN which we call predictive neural network (PrNN). It only uses linear activation and attempts to minimize the network size. Thus in contrast to other approaches not only network weights but also the network architecture is learned.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: First we briefly review related works (Sect. 2). We then introduce PrNNs as a special and simple kind of RNNs together with their properties, including the general network dynamics and their long-term behavior (Sect. 3). Afterwards, learning PrNNs is explained (Sect. 4). It is a relatively straightforward procedure which allows network reduction; no backpropagation or gradient descent method is needed. We also discuss results and experiments (Sect. 5). The paper ends up with conclusions (Sect. 6).
Related Works
Simple RNNs were proposed by Elman (1990) . By allowing them to accept sequences as inputs and outputs rather than individual observations, RNNs extend the standard feedforward multilayer perceptron networks. As shown in many sequence modeling tasks, data points such as video frames, audio snippets and sentence segments are usually highly related in time. This results in RNNs being used as the indispensable tools for modeling such temporal dependencies. Linear RNNs and some of their properties (like short-term memory) are already investigated by White et al. (1994) .
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Unfortunately, however, it can be a struggle to train RNNs to capture long-term dependencies (see Bengio et al., 1994; Pascanu et al., 2013) . This is due to the gradients vanishing or exploding during backpropagation, which in turn makes the gradient-based optimization difficult.
Nowadays, probably the most prominent and dominant type of RNNs are long short-term memory (LSTM) networks (Hochreiter & Schmidhuber, 1997) . The expression "long short-term" refers to the fact that LSTM is a model for the short-term memory which can last for a long period of time. An LSTM is well-suited to classify, process and predict time series given time lags of unknown size. They were developed to deal with the exploding and vanishing gradient problem when training traditional RNNs (see above). A common LSTM unit is composed of a cell, an input gate, an output gate, and a forget gate. Each unit type is activated in a different manner, whereas in this paper we consider completely linearly activated RNNs.
Echo state networks (ESNs) play a significant role in RNN research as they provide an architecture and supervised learning principle for RNNs. They do so by driving a random, large, fixed RNN, called reservoir in this context, with the input signal, which then induces in each neuron within this reservoir network a nonlinear response signal. They also combine a desired output signal by a trainable linear combination of all of these response signals (Jaeger, 2007; 2014) . Xue et al. (2007) propose a variant of ESNs that work with several independent (decoupled) smaller networks. Hu & Qi (2017) have proposed a novel state-frequency memory (SFM) RNN, which aims to model the frequency patterns of the temporal sequences. The key idea of the SFM is to decompose the memory states into different frequency states. In doing so, they can explicitly learn the dependencies of both the low and high frequency patterns. As we will see (cf. Sect. 5.1), RNNs in general can easily learn time series that have a constant frequency spectrum which may be obtained also by Fourier analysis. Ollivier et al. (2015) suggested to use the "NoBackTrack" algorithm in RNNs to train its parameters. This algorithm works in an online, memoryless setting, which therefore requires no backpropagation through time. It is also scalable, thus avoiding the large computational and memory cost of maintaining the full gradient of the current state with respect to the parameters, but it still uses an iterative method (namely gradient descent). In contrast to this and other related works, in this paper we present a method working with linearly activated RNNs that does not require backpropagation or similar procedures in the learning phase.
Predictive Neural Networks
RNNs often host several types of neurons, each activated in a different manner (Elman, 1990; Hochreiter & Schmidhuber, 1997) . In contrast to this, we here simply understand an interconnected group of standard neurons as a neural network which may have arbitrary loops, akin to biological neuronal networks. We adopt a discrete time model, i.e., input and output can be represented by a time series and is processed stepwise by the network.
Definition 1 (time series). A time series is a series of data points in d dimensions S (0), . . . , S (n) ∈ R d where d ≥ 1 and n ≥ 0.
Definition 2 (recurrent neural network). A recurrent neural network (RNN) is a directed graph consisting of altogether N nodes, called neurons. The activation x(t) of a neuron x depends on a discrete time parameter t. We may distinguish three groups of neurons (cf. Fig. 1 ):
• input neurons (usually without incoming edges) whose activation is given by an external source, e.g., a time series,
• output neurons (usually without outgoing edges) whose activation represents some output function, and
• reservoir or hidden neurons (arbitrarily connected) that are used for auxiliary computations.
The edges of the graph represent the network connections. They are usually annotated with weights which are compiled in the transition matrix W. An entry w i j in row i and column j denotes the weight of the edge from neuron j to neuron i. If there is no connection, then w i j = 0. The transition matrix has the form
containing the following weight matrices:
• input weights W in (weights from the input and possibly the output to the reservoir),
• reservoir weights W res (matrix of size N res × N res where N res is the number of reservoir neurons), and
• output weights W out (all weights to the output and possibly back to the input).
Let us now define the network activity in more detail: The initial configuration of the neural network is given by a column vector x 0 with N components, called start vector. It represents the network state at the start time t = t 0 . Because of the discrete time model we compute the activation of any (non-input) neuron y at time t + τ (for some time step τ > 0) from the activation of the neurons x 1 , . . . , x n , connected to y with the weights w 1 , . . . , w n , at time t, as follows:
This has to be done simultaneously for all neurons of the network. In this context, g is a (real-valued) activation function. Usually, a nonlinear, bounded, strictly increasing sigmoidal function g is used, e.g., the logistic function, the hyperbolic tangent (tanh), or the softmax function (cf. Goodfellow et al., 2016) . In the following, we employ simply the (linear) identity function and can still approximate arbitrary time-dependent functions (cf. Prop. 3). Definition 3 (predictive neural network). A predictive neural network (PrNN) is a RNN with the following properties:
1. For the start time, it holds t 0 = 0, and τ is constant, often τ = 1.
2. The initial input state S (0) of a time series constitutes the first d components of the start vector x 0 .
3. For all neurons we have linear activation, i.e., everywhere g is the identity.
4. The weights in W in and W res are initially taken randomly, independently, and identically distributed from the standard normal distribution, whereas the output weights W out are learned (see Sect. 4.1).
5. There is no clear distinction of input and output but only one joint group of d input/output neurons. They may be arbitrarily connected like the reservoir neurons.
PrNNs can run in one of two modes: either receiving input or generating (i.e., predicting) output, but not both. Nevertheless, this does not mean that in input receiving mode the output cannot be read off. But since input and output are identical for PrNNs (see above), it is clearly not interesting to read off the just received input as output. We can imagine the whole network as a big reservoir, because the input/output neurons are not particularly special in this case.
Example 1. The function f (t) = t 2 can be realized by a PrNN (in output generating mode) with three neurons (see Fig. 2 ). It exploits the identity f (t + 1) = t 2 + 2t + 1. The corresponding transition matrix W and start vector x 0 are:
Network Dynamics
Clearly, a PrNN runs through network states f (t) for t ≥ 0. It holds (in output generating mode)
If the transition matrix W has an eigendecomposition, i.e., there are N distinct eigenvectors, then the networks dynamics can be nicely described by means of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of W:
be the eigendecomposition of the transition matrix W with column eigenvectors v 1 , . . . , v N in V and eigenvalues λ 1 , . . . , λ N , on the diagonal of the diagonal matrix D, sorted in decreasing order with respect to their absolute values. Like every column vector, we can represent the start vector x 0 as linear combination of the eigenvectors, namely as
Since W is a linear mapping and for each eigenvector v k with eigen-
Induction over t yields immediately:
An even more general procedure is to use the Jordan block decomposition of the square matrix W. It always exists for algebraic closed fields like the complex numbers. There is also a completely real-valued variant of this normal form (Hogben, 2013) . But this special decomposition is needed only if there are less than N distinct eigenvectors (i.e., not all eigenvalues are semisimple). Since this rarely happens, we neglect this case in the following.
So far, the input weights W in and reservoir weights W res are arbitrary random values. In order to obtain better numerical stability during the computation, they should be adjusted as follows:
• In the presence of linear activation, the spectral radius of the reservoir weights matrix W res , i.e., the largest absolute value of its eigenvalues, is set to 1 (cf. Jaeger, 2007) . Otherwise, with increasing t, the values of W t explode, if the spectral radius is greater, or vanish, if the spectral radius is lower.
• The norms of the vectors in W in and W res should be balanced (Koryakin et al., 2012) . To achieve this, we initialize the reservoir neurons such that the reservoir start vector r (with N res components; it is part of the start vector x 0 ) has unit norm by setting:
• We usually employ fully connected graphs, i.e., all, especially the reservoir neurons are connected with each other, because the connectivity has nearly no influence on the best reachable performance (Koryakin et al., 2012) .
Let us remark that, although the parameter t in Prop. 1 is an integer number, the values of f (t) = W t · x 0 can also be computed for general values of t ∈ R. For this, since W is diagonalized by the eigendecomposition, we simply have to take the t-th power of each diagonal element in D. Note that, however, the interpolated values of f (t) may be complex, even if W and x 0 are completely real-valued.
Long-Term Behavior
Let us now investigate the long-term behavior of a RNN (run in output generating mode) by understanding it as an (autonomous) dynamic system (Colonius & Kliemann, 2014) .
Property 2. Consider an RNN whose transition matrix W is completely real-valued, has an eigendecomposition W = V · D · V −1 with a spectral radius 1, and all eigenvalues are distinct, e.g., a pure reservoir. Then, almost all terms x k λ k t v k in Eq. 1 vanish for large t, because for all eigenvalues λ k with |λ k | < 1 we have lim t→∞ λ k t = 0. For the only remaining eigenvalues λ 1 and possibly λ 2 with absolute values 1, we have one of the following cases:
1. λ 1 = +1. In this case, the network activity contracts to one point, i.e., to a singularity: lim
This means we have an oscillation in this case. The dynamic system alternates between two points: ±x 1 v 1 3. λ 1 and λ 2 are two (properly) complex eigenvalues with absolute value 1. Since W is a real-valued matrix, the two eigenvalues as well as the corresponding eigenvectors v 1 and v 2 are complex conjugate with respect to each other. Thus for large t we have an ellipse trajectory
We consider now the latter case in more detail: In this case, the matrixṼ consists of the two complex conjugated eigenvectors v = v 1 and v = v 2 . From all linear combinations of both eigenvectors (κ) = κv + κ v for κ ∈ C with |κ| = 1, we can determine the vectors with extremal lengths. Since we only have two real-valued dimensions, because clearly the activity induced by the real-valued matrix W remains in the real-valued space, there are two such vectors.
Let now κ = e iϕ = cos(ϕ) + i sin(ϕ) (Euler's formula) and v and v be the real and imaginary parts of v, respectively, i.e., v = v + iv and v = v − iv . Then, for the square of the vector length, it holds:
To find out the angle ϕ with extremal vector length of (κ), we have to investigate the derivative of the latter term with respect to ϕ and compute its zeros. This yields 2 −2 sin(2ϕ)(v 2 −v 2 ) − 2 cos(2ϕ)(2v ·v ) = 0 and thus:
Because of the periodicity of the tangent function there are two main solutions for κ that are orthogonal to each other: κ 1 = e iϕ and κ 2 = e i(ϕ+π/2) . They represent the main axes of an ellipse. All points the dynamic system runs Figure 3 . Dynamic system behavior in two dimensions: In the long run, we get an ellipse trajectory (red), though the original data may look like random (black). Projected to one dimension, we have pure sinusoids with one single angular frequency, sampled in large steps (blue).
through in the long run lie on this ellipse. The length ratio of the ellipse axes is µ = (κ 1 ) / (κ 2 ) . We normalize both vectors to unit length and put them in the matrix
We now build a matrixD, similar toD but completely realvalued, which states the ellipse rotation. The rotation speed can be derived from the eigenvalue λ = λ 1 . In each step of length τ, there is a rotation by the angle ρ τ, which can be determined from the equation λ = |λ| cos(ρ τ) + i sin(ρ τ) . The two-dimensional ellipse trajectory can be stated by two (co)sinusoids: f (t) = a cos(ρ t) b sin(ρ t) with a, b > 0. Applying the addition theorems of trigonometry, we get:
From this, we canread off the desired ellipse rotation matrix D as indicated above and µ = a/b. Finally, we can determine the corresponding two-dimensional start vectorx by solving the equationV ·D ·x =Ṽ ·D ·x.
In summary, we have W t · x 0 ≈V ·D t ·x for large t. Every RNN with many neurons can thus be approximated by a simple network with at most two neurons, defined by the matrixD and start vectorx. The output values can be computed for all original dimensions by multiplication with the matrixV. They lie on an ellipse in general. Nonetheless, in the beginning, i.e., for small t, the dynamics of the system is not that regular (cf. Fig. 3 ).
The long-term behavior of PrNNs is related to that of ESNs. For the latter, usually the activation function is tanh and the spectral radius is smaller than 1. Then reservoirs with zero input collapse because of |tanh(z)| ≤ z for all z ∈ R but the convergence may be rather slow. This leads to the so-called echo state property (Manjunath & Jaeger, 2013) : Any random initial state of a reservoir is forgotten, such that after a washout period the current network state is a function of the driving input. In contrast to ESNs, PrNNs have linear activation and usually a spectral radius of 1 (cf. Def. 3). But as we have just shown, there is a similar effect in the long run: The network activity reduces to at most two dimensions which are independent from the initial state of the network.
Real-Valued Transition Matrix Decomposition
For real-valued transition matrices W, it is possible to define a decomposition that, in contrast to the eigendecomposition from Prop. 1, solely makes use of real-valued components. For this, we transform the matrices V and D from the eigendecomposition, applying the insights from Sect. 3.2. The transformed matrices, called V and D henceforth, are obtained by the following procedure:
• Every real-valued eigenvalue λ and corresponding eigenvector v remain in D and V, respectively, as is.
• For each complex conjugated eigenvalue pair λ and λ, the respective submatrixD in D is replaced byD multiplied by |λ| = |λ|. The corresponding two eigenvectors in V are replaced by the vectors inV.
Analogously to Prop. 1, for the real-valued decomposition of the transition matrix W it holds
Note that x containsx in two subsequent components. This observation incidentally allows an alternative way to computex (cf. Sect. 3.2).
Learning Predictive Neural Networks
Functions can be learned and approximated by PrNNs in two steps: First, as for ESNs (Jaeger, 2007) , we only learn the output weights W out ; all other connections remain unchanged. Second, if possible, we reduce the network size; this often leads to better generalization and avoids overfitting. Thus, in contrast to many other approaches, the network architecture is changed during the learning process.
Learning the Output Weights
To learn the output weights W out , we run the input values from the time series S (0), . . . , S (n) through the network (in input receiving mode), particularly through the reservoir. For this, we build the sequence of corresponding reservoir states R(0), . . . , R(n):
We want to predict the next input value S (t + τ), given the current input and reservoir states S (t) and R(t). To achieve this, we comprise all but the last input and reservoir states in one matrix X with:
Each output value corresponds to the respective next input value S (t + τ). For this, we compose another matrix Y out = S (1) · · · S (n) where the first value S (0) clearly has to be omitted. We compute Y out (t) = S (t + τ) from X(t) by assuming a linear dependency:
Its solution can easily be determined as W out = Y out /X, where / denotes the operation of solving a linear equation system, possibly applying the least squares method in case of an overdetermined system, as implemented in scientific programming languages like Octave (Eaton et al., 2017) or Matlab (Higham & Higham, 2017) .
Prediction of further values is now possible (in output generating mode) as follows:
This first phase of the learning procedure is related to a linear autoregressive model (Akaike, 1969) . It specifies that the output depends linearly on its own previous values and on a stochastic term (white noise). In consequence the model is in the form of a stochastic difference equation as in general (physical) dynamic systems (Colonius & Kliemann, 2014) . However, one important difference to a simple autoregressive model is that for PrNNs the output does not only depend on its own previous values and possibly white noise but on the complete state of the possibly big reservoir whose dynamics is explicitly dealt with in the reservoir matrix W res .
An Approximation Theorem
Property 3. From a function f (t) in d ≥ 1 dimensions, let a series of function values f (t 0 ), . . . , f (t n ) be given. Then there is a PrNN with the following properties:
1. It runs exactly through all given n + 1 function values, i.e., it approximates f (t).
2. It can effectively be learned by the above-stated solution procedure (Sect. 4.1).
To see this, we take the series of function values f (t 0 ), . . . , f (t n ) and identify them with the time series S (0), . . . , S (n). The procedure for learning output weights (cf. Sect. 4.1) uses the reservoir state sequence as part of the coefficient matrix X which reduces to at most two dimensions however -independent of the number of reservoir neurons (cf. Sect. 3.2). Therefore the rank of the coefficient matrix X is not maximal in general and thus the linear equation system from Eq. 2 often has no solutions (although we may have an equation system with the same number of equations and unknowns). A simple increase of the number of reservoir neurons does not help much.
A system of linear equations has at least one solution if and only if the rank of the coefficient matrix X is equal to the rank of its augmented matrix. To achieve this, we do not learn only the output weights as in ESNs (Jaeger, 2007) but the complete transition matrix W, starting with a random reservoir state sequence matrix R(0) · · · R(n) for sufficiently many reservoir neurons which is considered as additional input in this case. If all elements of this matrix are taken independently and identically distributed from the standard normal distribution, its rank is almost always maximal. Let d be the rank of the matrix S (0) · · · S (n − 1) and:
Then the linear matrix equation W · X = Y almost always has at least one solution, if N res ≥ n − d reservoir neurons are employed.
The just sketched proof of Prop. 3 suggests a way to learn the input and reservoir weights. This topic is also investigated by Palangi et al. (2013) for ESNs with nonlinear activation function in the reservoir. However, for PrNNs, the given input and reservoir weights W in and W res together with the learned output weights W out provide the best approximation of the function f (t). There is no need to learn them, because PrNNs are completely linearly activated RNNs (including the reservoir). If one tries to learn W in and W res taking not only the output time series S but additionally the reservoir state time series R into account, then in principle exactly the given input and reservoir weights are learned. Nonetheless, W in and W res can be learned as sketched above by our procedure, if they are not given in advance, starting with a random reservoir state sequence. But our experiments indicate that this procedure is numerically more unstable than the one with given input and reservoir weights (as described in Sect. 4.1).
Prop. 3 is related to the universal approximation theorem for feedforward neural networks (Hornik, 1991) . It states that a (non-recurrent) network with a linear output layer and at least one hidden layer activated by a nonlinear, sigmoidal function can approximate any continuous function on a closed and bounded subset of the R n from one finitedimensional space to another with any desired non-zero amount of error, provided that the network is given enough hidden neurons (Goodfellow et al., 2016) . Since RNNs are more general than feedforward networks, the universal approximation theorem also holds for them (see also Maass et al., 2002) .
In contrast to the universal approximation theorem, for Prop. 3 linearly activated neurons suffice, but the approximated function has only one-dimensional input, namely t. Another difference between PrNNs and nonlinearly activated feedforward neural networks is that the former can learn the function f (t) efficiently. No iterative method like backpropagation is required; we just have to solve a linear equation system. Thus learning is as easy as learning a single-layer perceptron, which however is restricted in expressibility because only linearly separable functions can be represented.
Network Reduction
To approximate a function exactly for sure, we need a high number N res of reservoir neurons in Prop. 3. It is certainly a good idea to lower this number. We can do this by simply taking a smaller number of reservoir neurons. Nonetheless, besides that, we may (and will) reduce the dimensionality of the transition matrix W in a more controlled way -after learning the output weights.
For ESNs, dimensionality reduction is considered, too, namely by means of so-called conceptors (Jaeger, 2014) . These are special matrices which restrict the reservoir dynamics to a linear subspace characteristic for a specific pattern. However, as in principal component analysis, conceptors reduce only the spatial dimensionality of the point cloud of the given data. In contrast to this, in what follows, we reduce the transition matrix and hence take also into account the temporal order of the data points in the time series.
Property 4. Let W be the transition matrix of a PrNN that approximates the given function with high accuracy. For the moment, let us focus on the case of d = 1 output dimensions. Then it holds f (t) = α 1 λ 1 t + . . . + α N λ N t for the output, where α 1 , . . . , α N ∈ C can be determined from Prop. 1 and λ 1 , . . . , λ N are the eigenvalues of W. For n training examples (corresponding to the number of linear equations), the k-th network component can be omitted, if the squared absolute error sum
is small enough.
Roughly speaking, the latter holds if |α k | ≈ 0 and/or |λ k | 1. In practice, we take all network components k with the largest values of E k as long as their cumulated sum is below a given threshold θ ≤ 1 for the desired precision which can be defined as fraction of
In general, we call a network component k relevant if it is taken in the procedure above for at least one of the d ≥ 1 input/output components. From V and D, and x (according to Prop. 1), we derive now reduced matrices V and D, and the vector x as follows:
• From V, take the rows corresponding to the input/output components and the columns corresponding to the relevant network components.
• From D, take the rows and columns corresponding to the relevant network components.
• From x, take the rows corresponding to the relevant network components.
If W is real-valued, V, D, and x should be real-valued, too. To achieve this, we take the relevant components from V , D , and x instead of V, D, and x. In this case, however, we always have to treat pairs of complex conjugated eigenvalues λ k and λ k simultaneously, together with the corresponding coefficients α k and α k . The squared absolute error sum (which should be normalized to one component by dividing it with 2 2 ) for the whole pair in one output dimension is:
In the latter formula, denotes the real part of the respective complex value. The equality holds, because conjugation is a field automorphism, hence compatible with + and ·, and z + z = 2 (z) for all z ∈ C.
Eventually, we arrive at another approximation formula:
The corresponding network has the start vector x, a reservoir with the transition matrix D, and output weights given by the matrix V. Because of the separate output weights, actually the value for f (t) is obtained one time step too late, but this can be repaired simply by starting with D −1 · x instead of x.
Note that the dimensionality reduction does not only lead to a smaller number of reservoir neurons, but also to a rather simple network structure: The transition matrix D (which comprises the reservoir weights W res of the reduced network) is a sparse matrix with non-zero elements only on the main and immediately neighbored diagonals. Thus the number of connections is in O(N), i.e., linear in the number of reservoir neurons, not quadratic -as in general.
Our procedure of dimensionality reduction obviously leads to a new network architecture. However, in contrast to other approaches, we do not learn the new network architecture by incremental derivation from the original network, but in only one step exploiting the eigendecomposition of the transition matrix. From this, we obtain small, efficient, and sparsely connected networks, as we have just seen.
Complexity and Generalization of the Procedure
Property 5. In both learning steps, it is possible to employ any of the many available fast and constructive algorithms for linear regression and eigendecomposition. Therefore, the time complexity is just O(N 3 ) for both output weights learning and dimensionality reduction (cf. Demmel et al., 2007) . In theory, if we assume that the basic numerical operations like + and · can be done in constant time, the asymptotic complexity is even a bit better. In practice, however, the complexity depends on the bit length of numbers in floating point arithmetics, of course, and may be worse hence. The size of the learned network is in O(N) (cf. Sect. 4.3).
Note that feedforward networks with three threshold neurons already are NP-hard to train (cf. Blum & Rivest, 1992) . This results from the fact that the universal approximation theorem for feedforward networks differs from Prop. 3, because the former holds for multi-dimensional functions and not only time-dependent input. In this light, the computational complexity of O(N 3 ) for PrNNs does not look overly expensive. Furthermore, it is the overall time complexity of the whole learning procedure, because it is not embedded in a time-consuming iterative learning procedure (like backpropagation) as in other state-of-the-art methods.
We observe that most of the results presented in this paper still hold, if the transition matrix W contains complex numbers. This means in particular that also complex functions can be learned (from complex-valued time series) and represented by predictive neural networks (Prop. 3). The procedure for treating the error of complex conjugated eigenvalue pairs (cf. Sect. 4.3) becomes superfluous then. Nonetheless, the long-term behavior of networks with a random complex transition matrix W differs from the one described in Sect. 3.2, because then usually there are no pairs of complex conjugated eigenvalues with absolute values 1.
Experiments
In this section, we demonstrate the evaluation results for PrNNs on several tasks of learning and predicting time series and approximate them by a function f (t) represented by a RNN. We consider the following benchmarks: multiple superimposed oscillators, number puzzles, and robot soccer simulation. All experiments are performed with a program written by the authors in Octave (Eaton et al., 2017) that implements the PrNN learning procedure (cf. Sect. 4). Let us start with an example that illustrates the overall method.
Example 2. The graphs of the functions f 1 (t) = 4 t (1 − t) (parabola) and f 2 (t) = sin(π t) (sinusoid) look rather similar for t ∈ [0, 1], see Fig. 4 . Can both functions be learned and distinguished from each other?
To investigate this, we sample both graphs for t ∈ [0, 1] with τ = 0.01. After that, we learn the output weights W out (cf. Sect. 4.1), starting with a large enough reservoir consisting of up to N res = 100 neurons (cf. Prop. 3). Finally, we reduce the size of the overall transition matrix W with precision threshold θ = 0.99 (cf. Sect. 4.3). Minimal PrNNs consist of N 1 = 3 neurons for the parabola (cf. Ex. 1) and N 2 = 2 neurons for the sinusoid (cf. Sect. 3.2). They are learned already with N res = 30 reservoir neurons in the beginning in about 65% (parabola) or even 100% (sinusoid) of the trials, see also Fig. 5 . Learning the parabola is more difficult because the corresponding transition matrix W (cf. Ex. 1) has no proper eigendecomposition. The root mean square error normalized to the number of all sample components (called NRMSE henceforth) is only about 10 −6 in both cases.
Multiple Superimposed Oscillators
Multiple superimposed oscillators (MSO) count as difficult benchmark problems for RNNs (cf. Koryakin et al., 2012; Schmidhuber et al., 2007; Xue et al., 2007) . The corresponding time series is generated by summing up several simple sinusoids. Formally it is described by
where n ≤ 8 denotes the number of sinusoids and α k ∈ 0. 2, 0.311, 0.42, 0.51, 0.63, 0.74, 0.85, 0 .97 their frequencies. Various publications have investigated the MSO problem with different numbers of sinusoids. We concentrate here solely on the case n = 8 whose graph is shown in Fig. 6 , because in contrast to other approaches it is still easy to learn for PrNNs. Applying the PrNN learning procedure again with θ = 0.99 and taking as many time steps as reservoir neurons, we arrive at PrNNs with only N = 16 reservoir neurons in most cases. Since two neurons are required for each frequency (cf. Sect. 3.2), this is the minimal size. Furthermore, if we start with a large enough reservoir, the NRMSE is rather small (see Fig. 7 ). Thus PrNNs outperform the previous state-of-the-art for the MSO task with a minimal number of units. Koryakin et al. (2012) report N res = 68 as the optimal reservoir size for ESNs, but in contrast to our approach, this number is not further reduced. In general a PrNN with 2n neurons suffices to represent a signal, which might be a musical harmony (cf. Stolzenburg, 2017) , consisting of n sinusoids. It can be learned by the PrNN learning procedure with dimension reduction (see also Neitzel, 2018) .
Solving Number Puzzles
Example 3. Number series tests are a popular task in intelligence tests. The function represented by a number series can be learned by artificial neural networks, in particular RNNs. Glüge & Wendemuth (2013) list 20 number puzzles (cf. Ragni & Klein, 2011) , among them are the series: 28, 33, 31, 36, 34, 39, 37, 42] 3, 6, 12, 24, 48, 96, 192, 384] 6, 9, 18, 21, 42, 45, 90, 93] f (t) = 2 f (t − 2) + 4.5 + 1.5(−1) 8, 12, 16, 20, 24, 28, 32, 36] 
We apply the PrNN learning procedure to all 20 examples taking small reservoirs (N res ≈ 4) and do not perform dimensionality reduction because the number series are too short for this. This also leads to more general functions which seems to be appropriate because number puzzles are usually presented to humans. The first 7 of 8 elements of each series is given as input. If the output of the learned network predicts the given input correctly, then the last (8-th) element is predicted (cf. Sect. 4.1).
Tab. 1 lists the percentages of correct predictions of the last element. The most frequently predicted last element (simple majority) is the correct one in most cases, namely 75% for N res = 4. Exceptions are the series S 8 and S 15 which are the only series with definitions recurring to f (t − 2) but not f (t − 1). If we always add the previous values of the time series as clue to the input, then the correctness of the procedure can be increased significantly (to 95% for N res = 4).
Replaying Soccer Games
RoboCup (Kitano et al., 1997 ) is an international scientific robot competition in which teams of multiple robots compete against each other. Its different leagues provide many sources of robotics data that can be used for further analysis and application of machine learning. A soccer simulation game lasts 10 mins and is divided into 6000 time steps where the length of each cycle is 100 ms. Logfiles contain information about the game, in particular about the current positions of all players and the ball including velocity and orientation for each cycle. Michael et al. (2018) describe a research dataset using some of the released binaries of the RoboCup 2D soccer simulation league (Chen et al., 2003) from 2016 and 2017 (see also Michael et al., 2017) . In our experiments we evaluated ten games of the topfive teams (available from http://oliver.obst.eu/ data/RoboCupSimData/overview.html), considering only the (x, y)-coordinates of the ball and the altogether 22 players for all time points during the so-called "play-on" mode (see also Steckhan, 2018) . (Ragni & Klein, 2011; Glüge & Wendemuth, 2013) in 1000 trials. In the last case, N res = 4 reservoir neurons are employed and the previous series value is used as a clue.
For PrNN learning, we use only every 10-th time step of each game with d = 2 + 2 · 22 = 46 input dimensions and start with a reservoir consisting of N res = 500 neurons. We repeat the learning procedure until the NRMSE is smaller than 1; on average, already two attempts suffice for this. This means, if we replay the game by the learned PrNN (in output generating mode), then on average the predicted positions deviate less than 1 m from the real ones -over the whole length of the game (cf. Fig. 8 ). Dimensionality reduction leads to a significant reduction of the network size -about 24% if we concentrate on the relevant components for the ball trajectory (cf. Tab. 2). The complete learning procedure runs in seconds on standard hardware.
Conclusions
In this paper, we have introduced PrNNs -a simple and yet powerful type of RNNs where all neurons are linearly activated. The learning procedure employs only standard matrix operations and is thus quite fast. No backpropagation, gradient descent, or other iterative procedure is required. In contrast to ESNs, also no washout period is required in the beginning. Any function can be approximated directly from the first step and with an arbitrary starting vector. The major innovation of PrNNs is dimensionality reduction (cf. Sect. 4.3). It means that not only network weights but also the network architecture is learned, leading to significantly game NRMSE (1) NRMSE (2) 
